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4. RANJIT AHUJA
For more than two decades now, Mumbai-
based Ahuja has been creating understated 

luxury furnishings that have had buyers 
ranging from Paloma Picasso to Oprah 

Winfrey, and Bill Gates to Elton John. The 
eponymous brand fi rmly believes that good 

design only needs to whisper, not shout.

3. GANGA MAKI
If you veer towards all things earthy, this 
brand of hand-crafted fabrics will make 

you want to splurge. Nestled in the 
foothills of the Himalayas, Ganga Maki, 

founded by Japanese weaver Chiaki 
Maki, deals almost exclusively in hand-

spun fabrics like raw silk, cotton and linen.

5. THAAN BY EKAYA
Thaan by Ekaya owes its strongly 

Indian identity to its parent 
company, Ekaya, which reframed 

the conversation around traditional 
textiles. Specialising in Banarasi 

weaving techniques, it showcases Indian 
motifs and craftsmanship in 

upto 900 distinct fabrics.

ADIV Pure 
Nature’s ‘Temple 

Project’ collection 
uses dyes made 
from discarded 
temple fl owers 

ADIV Pure Nature 
creates textiles on 
order to ensure a 
green supply chain

Silk and 
linen shawl 

Ahuja’s luxe 
furnishings adorn 
famous homes 
around the world

Besides furnishings,  
Kanchi Designs 
also o� ers elegant 
home accessories

8ADIV PURE 
NATURE
Eco-warriors looking 
for inspiration need to look 
no further. ADIV Pure Nature is an 
environment-friendly textile collaborative 
that has worked with international brands 
like Eileen Fisher, Dosa by Christina Kim, 
and Kim Seybert among many others. 
The seven-year-old Mumbai-based 
company focuses on using natural dyes, 
derived from plants and medicinal herbs, 
and natural fabrics. 

The fi rm’s aim to create a sustainable, 
green supply chain means that they do not 
produce seasonal collections, but create 
textiles on order. A recent collaboration had 
the brand produce fabrics created with dyes 
made from discarded temple fl owers. ■

Old Ottoman 
textile designs 
come alive in the 
‘Istanbul’ collection 

Left: Thaan by Ekaya 
range showcased 
by a model; Right: 
Paisley motifs on 
Banarasi cutwork silk

1. IQRUP + RITZ 
This fi ve-year-old furniture and home 
décor brand presents two young and 
peppy fabric collections—‘Istanbul’ 

and ‘Congo’—that can instantly 
brighten up a room. In addition to the 

fresh colours and fun motifs, the 
collections are locally screen-printed 

on cotton-linen blend fabrics. 

Rupa Trivedi

2. KANCHI DESIGNS 
Founded in 1999 by mother-son 
duo Shobhna and Kunal Mehta, 

this Mumbai studio is where you go 
for unusual and luxurious furnishing 
fabrics. Their collections, in a range 

of silk, velvet and natural and blended 
fabrics, are highly stylised and bring a 
feeling of urban elegance to spaces.


